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LME Officials as  
Of Jan 19th close High Low Close Csh/3 STOCKS (CH) SUP RESIS RSI 

Vol 
000 

Op/Int 
(000) 

  10  
MAV 

40 
MAV 

100 
MAV 

3 Month Copper 5630 5490 5605 -40 193,450    +475 5430 6000 31 66 231 5690 6420 7019 
3 Month Alum 2718 2680 2717 +101 723,075 +825 2550 2700 49 159 519 2687 2749 2675 
3 Month Lead 1600 1560 1575 +20 40,200 -700 1570 1670 44   11 57 1585 1638 1529 
3 Month Zinc 3650 3580 3650     +52 99,950 -300 3750 4000 36 42   133 3700 4152 3924 
3 Month Nickel 36250 35400 36100    +1685    5,052 -126 32500 35000 62  16 50 33390 33409 31081 
3 Month Tin 11500 11325 11400 +105   12,520 -55 9500 10550 62 5.6 12 10716 10792 10007 
3 Month Nasaac 2195 2180 2200 -46 147,260 -560   NA   NA 45  7.5 25 2177 2263 2266 

              This market comment was written at 7:25 am on January 22nd,, US east coast time.     
        
   Buoyed by a surging energy complex, copper prices closed higher on Friday, while nickel prices 
continued to push to new records. There were decent gains in ali and zinc as well, but lead lost 
ground, while tin went out untraded.  In addition to a rebounding energy complex, declining copper 
stock levels and a rash of surprisingly positive economic statistics out of the US this past week 
also helped metals regain their footing (although the impact of the stats was not immediately 
apparent).    
 
   This morning, we off to a mixed and pretty much quiet start, with copper down $65 at $5540/MT, 
and zinc off $30/MT; the rest of the group is modestly higher, with nickel and tin the best 
performers, up $300/MT and $200/MT respectively. We believe the largely steady tone should 
continue at least through today, as a firmer energy complex and rather inconsequential LME stock 
changes could hold off the bears for a little while longer.  The next big event in the commodity 
complex is on Wednesday, when the weekly crude stock data comes out. A repeat here of last 
week' s big builds could invite renewed selling in energy, with spillover weakness possibly 
impacting metals.  
 
     Later this week, we will get more economic numbers out of the US, and it remains to be seen 
whether last week’s mostly better-than-expected set of numbers will be repeated.  Existing home 
sales and new home sales, both for December, will be out on Thursday and Friday of this week, 
expected at 6.3 mln units and 1.05 mln units respectively. December durable goods readings are 
also out on Friday, expected at 3.5%. Last Friday, the Michigan sentiment consumer index came 
out at a three-year high. 
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  COPPER   
  SUPPORT:       $5430 
  RESISTANCE: $6000 
          
     We are at $5540, down $65, and not doing very much today; a very minor trading range still 
seems to be intact for now.    
 

 
   * Noncommercial net positions in copper increased to 20,627 lots from 19,255 lots. Open 
interest was unchanged at 68,93 lots from 69,879 lots in the week prior. 
 
   * Reuters reports this morning that Chinese refined copper production rose to 2.93 million 
tons in 2006 according to a Web site operated by the China Non-Ferrous Metals Industry 
Association, up 17.8 percent from 2005 levels, and no doubt, explaining part of the collapse in 
imports we saw during the last year. 
 
    * India's National Aluminium head told Reuters today that global alumina prices were 
likely to rise over the next two to three months on a rebound in Chinese and Indian demand. 
"The exact range is very difficult to predict, but it is going to be better than the present one," the 
chairman said; alumina prices are currently trading between $260-$275 per ton.  In a related 
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item, SUAL said today that aluminum output rose 1.4% last year to 1.06 million tons due to 
upgrades of its smelters and improved operating conditions.  Alumina output rose 0.9% to 2.31 
million tons.  
 
  ALUMINUM   
  SUPPORT:        $2550 
  RESISTANCE:  $2700 
 
    Aluminum is at $2725, up $8/MT, but still hemmed in within a tight trading range; we are 
looking for another closes above $2700 before adjusting our trading bands. 
 

 
   *   Preliminary estimates show North American aluminum demand, as measured by 
shipments from U.S. and Canadian producers plus imports, declined by 1.3 percent in 
November over November 2005 levels, this according to the Aluminum Association.  In the 
year-to-date category through November, shipments were up 2.2% at 24.142 billion lbs from 
23.627 in the comparable 2005 period. 
 
  *  BHP Billiton said further power cuts are expected in South Africa and will likely affect 
aluminium production at three smelters. 
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 *  Daily average primary aluminium output in December, excluding China, rose to 66,300 
tons compared with 66,000 in November and 65,500 in December 2005, this according to 
figures released by the International Aluminium Institute. Total production in December (31 
days) was 2.056 million tons compared with 1.979 million tons in November (30 days) and 2.031 
million in December 2005.       
  
  ZINC 
  SUPPORT:        $3400 
  RESISTANCE:  $3750      
      
   We are currently at $3630/MT, down $20MT; zinc’s chart pattern still looks weak to us, but for 
now, it seems to be stabilizing in sympathy with the rest of the group. 
 

 
 

 *   India's Hindustan Zinc said Saturday it would cut zinc prices by 2.2% and lead prices by 
1.2%.   
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  LEAD  
  SUPPORT:        $1570  
  RESISTANCE:  $1670   
     
    Lead is at $1610, up $35 with a good move higher seen today after several days of lackluster 
action. Nevertheless, we still seem to be in a congestion area with no real direction showing. 
 

 
 
  NICKEL   
  SUPPORT:        $35,000  
  RESISTANCE:  $40,000 

    
     We are currently at $36,300, up $300/MT; Nickel is seemingly immune from what is 
happening in the rest of the commodity complex, as it barrels on to new highs on the back of 
steady stainless demand and tight stocks.  
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    * Chinese analyst group Antaike in Beijing says that China's new capability to produce 
nickel pig iron could displace between 50,000 and 70,000 tons of refined nickel \demand this 
year, about double the 30,000 tons displaced last year. High nickel prices have prompted 
Chinese smelters to convert blast furnaces to process laterite ore into pig iron containing 
between 2% and 4% nickel.   
  TIN   
  SUPPORT:         $10,550 
  RESISTANCE:   $11,800 
           
    Tin is at $11,650 up $250/MT, and looking very constructive.  Still no news about possible 
Indonesian restarts, no doubt fueling the recent price advance. 
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